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The process of tape winding enables the energy efficient production of fully consolidated pipes and 

high-pressure vessels out of fiber-reinforced thermoplastic composites (FRTC) providing high 

mechanical performance and enhanced functionalities. Enhanced by novel systems the demand of 

high production values for applications with a total global market share of several billion € per year 

can be fulfilled. 

Due to the future challenges of the European industry regarding the demand for the increase of 

energy efficiency, waste avoidance, preservation of resources and reduction of CO2-emissions, the 

importance of multilayered lightweight components and their energy and resource-efficient 

production is growing steadily. As lightweight structures made out of fiber-reinforced plastics (FRPs) 

provide increased material strength at a simultaneous weight reduction of up to 70%, do less corrode 

respectively show long lasting performance even under the toughest environmental conditions like in 

deep sea environment a replacement of conventional metallic pipelines by FRP pipes offers a 

sustainable solution. 

At present most of tubular structures are manufactured using the energy- and time-intensive 

thermoset filament winding process which requires a high number of manual treatment steps and 

curing processes and which is harmful to the environment due to the necessary use of polluting 

solvers. Despite of their enhanced mechanical properties FRP products with a thermoset matrix 

cannot be recycled. The process and equipment of thermoplastic tape winding enables energy, time 

and cost efficient in-situ manufacturing process for recyclable FRTC pipes.  

To fully exploit the potential of FRTC materials and to broaden the industrial applicability the 

development of special purpose machinery is crucial. Fraunhofer IPT has experience in the 

development of tape laying and winding units for decades. One of the developed systems at 

Fraunhofer IPT, which was awarded with the JEC Innovation Award 2014, is the “Multi-Material-

Head”. The applicability of this diode laser-assisted system is not limited to the manufacturing of 

sustainable tubular structures but also to the waste-free local reinforcement process of flat and 3D 

composite structures to enable the decrease of material input in structural parts e.g. for applications 

in the automotive industry to decrease also the carbon footprint of these applications.  
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